
Comprehension 

Nice  - A sensory escape 
[Adapted from: [n.a.] (2012) “48 Hours in Nice” in Signature Magazine. (English for Life Handbook)] 

To say that Nice is nice, is a bad pun because Nice is so much more than nice! For years, beach 

lovers have come here to soak up the sun, culture vulture to visit the museums and art galleries, 

gastronomies to treat their taste buds to the French cuisine and fashionistas to shop at the many 

quint boutiques. 

The only downside is that, if you are town for only two days, you will be hard pressed for time…  

With its prime position, Nice’s biggest drawcard is its coastline. Here you can people watch, while 

you are lazing in the sun. one of Nice’s best kept secrets is its port. It is one of the finest places to 

watch the sun set over the Mediterranean Sea! 

Nice is as well-known for its traffic-clogged streets as it is for being on the French Riviera. The most 

preferred way to discover the city is with the Petit Train. These hop-on, hop-off carriages easily 

navigate the streets and stop at specific tourist areas. 

Nice is home to some of the world’s most exclusive boutiques. The “Golden Triangle” lays to a 

number of high-end boutiques with beautiful people fluttering in and out. If shopping to please your 

palate sounds more appealing, a bottle of France’s finest wine will tickle the taste buds! 

The truly fabulous thing about Nice is that its neighbours are equally grand and easy to get to by 

train: experience red-carpet treatment in Cannes in under 30 minutes or encounter royal treatment 

in Monaco in less than an hour.  

  



Questions: 

1. Explain in your own words: “A sensory escape”. 

2. Why is “It is nice in Nice” considered a pun? 

3. In your OWN words, give TWO reasons why people travel to Nice. 

4. What is the only negative point about a two-day stay in Nice? 

5. What does ‘shopping to please your palate’ refer to? 

6. Why does the author refer to the ‘red-carpet’ of Cannes? 

7. Say whether the following statement is true or false. Quote to prove your answer.  

The transport of choice for tourist is the Petit Train. 

8. Find synonyms in the passage for the following words: 

8.1. High-class. 

8.2. Connoisseurs. 

9. Does the author regard Nice to be as ‘grand’ as its neighbours? Quote ONE word to prove 

your answer.  


